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Abstract. Renewable sources are not used to their full potential for
electricity generation. Unpredictability of solar and wind power forces
renewable generators to bid conservative generation amounts in a day-
ahead market in order to avoid fees for failure to provide generation.
In this paper we propose an approach to increase the use of renewable
sources, which allows renewable generators to hedge against generation
unpredictability by forming coalitions with energy stores. Inside these
coalitions renewable generators purchase availability of energy stores to
generate power when needed. Renewable generators use this availability
to avoid fees for failure to provide committed generation whenever the
current generation is lower than the committed value. We experimentally
show that our approach allows renewable generators to commit to 100%
of the predicted generation, thus increasing the use of renewable sources.
We also show that our approach generates profit incentives for both
renewable generators and energy stores to form coalitions.
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1 Introduction

Weather-related unpredictability of power generation by renewable resources
forces renewable generators to produce conservative amounts of power. Elec-
tricity is traded ahead of time in a day-ahead energy market. In this market
generators bid amounts of energy that they will be able to generate at given
time slots. Since in the electricity market the supply must always match the
demand, a failure to deliver the committed amount of energy can have major
negative consequences, and it is therefore penalized. Consequently, the renew-
able generators, due to weather unpredictability, are forced to bid amounts that
are lower than the predicted generation, thus decreasing the use of renewable
resources [2].

In this paper we propose an approach that can be used to increase the use
of renewable resources by forming coalitions between renewable generators and
a high number of energy stores. We are not concerned with the type of energy
stores, however we require them to be able to provide energy at a time that
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they commit to. This capability can be viewed as a commodity for which there
is demand among the renewable generators. A renewable generator can buy
coverage of some portion of the generation that it commits to. If the renewable
generator is able to produce the entire amount of committed energy, it only pays
the store owners for the coverage it ordered. On the other hand, if the renewable
generator is not able to generate the committed energy, it can use part of the
ordered coverage in order to avoid fees for failure to provide energy. A store
owner is paid for the uncertainty coverage as well as for the amount of energy
provided to the grid.

Specifically, this paper provides the following contributions:

1. An approach to increase use of renewable energy sources using coalition for-
mation of renewable generators and energy store owners. We show our model
of renewable sources and energy stores in Section 2, and we describe how to
use multi-agent simulation for coalition formation of renewable generators
and energy store owners in Section 3.

2. Experimental evaluation of the coalition formation process between renew-
able generators and energy store owners. We show that our approach in-
creases use of renewable resources by increasing profit of renewable genera-
tors in Section 4.

2 Model

We model the renewable generators and energy store owners as agents in a
multi-agent system. We describe all variables used in our model in Table 1.
Renewable generators are modeled using a triplet (gc(t), gr(t), ur) for time t
corresponding to the time slots. This triplet represents the generation committed
and actually generated by the renewable generator, and a coverage uncertainty
that the generator is willing to pay for. The energy store owners are modeled
as a triplet (sb, se,m) which represents the beginning and end of a time interval
within which the store can provide power, and the maximum total amount of
provided power.

2.1 Renewable Generators

In order to increase the use of renewable resources, an incentive has to be given
to renewable generators to bid higher energy amounts in the day-ahead market.
In this section we derive this incentive in a form of a profit function. We assume
this profit function to be of the following form:

pr =
∑
t

pr(t) =
∑
t

(pg ·min(gc(t), gr(t))− cc(t)− cf (t)), (1)

representing the fact that the renewable generator is paid for its generation, but
has to pay for uncertainty coverage and failure to provide committed generation.
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Table 1: Description of model variables
pr(t) profit of a renewable generator r that participates

in coalition formation

pr0(t) profit of a renewable generator r that does not participate
in coalition formation

gc(t) generation committed by a renewable generator

ge(t) estimated generation of a renewable generator

gr(t) real generation achievable by a renewable generator, not observable

gsc(t) generation committed by an energy store

gsr(t) real generation provided by an energy store

ur[%] percentage of gc to be requested as coverage for uncertainty

u(t)[%] percentage of gc(t) granted by energy stores as coverage for
uncertainty

m maximum total amount of power to be distributed by an energy store

sb, se energy store availability begin, end

pg price for generation

pc price for uncertainty coverage

pf price for failure to provide committed generation

cc(t) cost of uncertainty coverage

cf (t) cost of failure to provide committed generation

c0[%] commitment of a renewable generator that does not participate
in coalition formation

t time

This profit function assumes that ∀t : gc(t) = ge(t), i.e. that the renewable
generator will always commit to generate the estimated amount of energy.

The cost of uncertainty coverage cc(t) depends on the uncertainty coverage
parameter u(t) as follows: cc(t) = pc · u(t) · gc(t). The uncertainty cost is in-
dependent of the real generation gr(t), since the uncertainty coverage is paid
for before the value of gr(t) is known. The uncertainty cost is calculated using
the percentage of the coverage actually provided u(t), for which it holds that
∀t : u(t) ≤ ur, since the store owners can commit less than the value requested
by a renewable generator.

The cost of failure to provide committed generation cf (t) is determined using
a difference between amounts of generation committed and actually provided as
follows:

cf (t) = pf ·max (gc(t)− (gr(t) + u(t) · gc(t)), 0) . (2)

Profit of a renewable generator in the coalition formation setting is therefore
expressed as

pr =
∑
t

pr(t) =
∑
t

(
pg ·min(gc(t), gr(t))− pc · u(t) · gc(t)

− pf ·max (gc(t)− (gr(t) + u(t) · gc(t)), 0)
)
. (3)

Without coalition formation the renewable generator is forced to bid a lower
amount to prevent paying the cost for failure to provide committed energy. On
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the other hand, the uncertainty coverage cost does not apply to this renew-
able generator. The profit of a renewable generator that does not participate in
coalition formation with energy store owners is therefore

pr0 =
∑
t

pr0(t) =
∑
t

(
pg ·min(c0 · ge(t), gr(t))

− pf ·max(c0 · ge(t)− gr(t), 0)
)
. (4)

2.2 Energy Stores

In order to simplify the problem we assume that energy stores are always able
to sell their stored energy, either to renewable generators through the coalition
formation process, or to some other party. We also assume that stores are always
able to provide the committed amounts of energy. This assumption eliminates
factors such as different types of stores, or whether stores buy the power from
other subjects.

Following is the profit function of an energy store owner:

p =

se∑
t=sb

(pg · gsr(t) + pc · gsc(t)). (5)

This profit function must satisfy the following constraints: 0 ≤
∑se

t=sb
gsc(t) ≤ m

and ∀t : gsr(t) ≤ gsc(t), which limits the total amounts of energy committed and
provided by the store. An energy store is incentivized to participate in coalition
formation with renewable generators if

∑se
t=sb

pc·gsc(t) is positive, which happens
when a renewable generator purchases the uncertainty coverage from this store.

3 Coalition Formation using Multi-agent Simulation

To simulate coalition formation of renewable generators and store owners we
use the multi-agent simulation approach proposed in [4]. There a simulator is
proposed in which agents leave and join coalitions in an iterative manner. This
coalition formation process is used to search the state space of coalition struc-
tures, which are sets of coalitions, in order to find coalition structures with high
social welfare. During the simulation agents use strategies to decide whether to
leave their coalitions and which coalition to join. The strategy that achieves best
results combines agent’s best response, in which an agent searches for a coalition
to which it can bring most benefit, with random jumps whenever a local opti-
mum is reached. In this work we will therefore base the agents’ strategy on that
strategy. The coalitions are assigned values by a specified valuation function.
Quality of solutions is represented in [4] by a social welfare, which is a sum of
values of all coalitions in a coalition structure. The simulation generates a pool
of coalition structures, from which a coalition structure with the highest social
welfare is selected as the solution.

There are several differences between the approach in [4] and coalition for-
mation of renewable generators with energy store owners. First, unlike in [4],
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coalition formation between renewable generators and energy store owners is
not concerned with social welfare. Both renewable generators and energy store
owners are self-interested agents, which seek only to maximize their own profit.
This difference can be implemented by changing agents’ strategies to find best
fitting coalitions based on agents’ profit instead of coalition value. Second, each
coalition in our setting must always contain exactly one renewable generator.
In terms of coalition formation we call these agents coalition leaders. Coalition
leaders do not leave or join coalitions. On the other hand coalition leaders affect
the profit of agents joining the coalitions, which consequently affects the behav-
ior of the other agents. Finally, since the iterative coalition formation process
yields a pool of coalition structures, a single coalition structure must be selected
as the solution. Unlike in [4], in which the solution is selected based on social
welfare, in our setting we select a solution with the highest profit of renewable
generators gained from participation in coalition formation.

Algorithm 1 Simulation of coalition formation between renewable generators
and store owners

Input: number of energy stores, number of renewable generators, number of iter-
ations N , number of time slots.
Output: coalition structure with highest profit of renewable generators.

1: initiate energy stores and renewable generators
2: create a coalition for each renewable generator
3: for iteration in 1 : N do
4: for all energy stores in random order do
5: if energy store.strategy.leave then
6: energy store.coalition.recompute profit of energy stores after energy store
7: energy store.coalition ← energy store.strategy.pick coalition
8: calculate energy store.profit
9: end if

10: end for
11: save current coalition structure
12: end for
13: choose coalition structure with highest profit of renewable generators

The simulator for coalition formation of renewable generators and energy
store owners is shown in Algorithm 1, and it works as follows. First, renewable
generators are created and assigned estimated generation values for each time
slot. Then energy stores are created and assigned the beginning and end of avail-
ability sb and se, and maximum total amount of power m (line 1). Then we create
coalitions, each containing one renewable generator (line 2). After this initial-
ization step the simulation begins. In the simulation energy stores are deciding
whether they should leave their coalitions and which coalitions they should join.
When an energy store joins a coalition, its profit is increased, and the coalition
is updated (lines 5-8). If an energy store leaves a coalition, profit of all stores
that joined the coalition after this store is recalculated, since the distribution of
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their power might have changed after the removal (line 6). Finally, we select the
coalition structure with highest profit of renewable generators (line 13).

4 Experimental Analysis

We experimentally evaluate the coalition formation algorithm in the renewable
domain in order to show that our approach creates profit incentives for renewable
generators to participate in coalition formation. We will also show that our
coalition formation approach increases use of renewable resources.

The experiments were performed using the following setup. We tested our
approach in scenarios with 50 renewable generators. Generation amounts for 24
time slots corresponding to one day were generated for each renewable generator
at random from a uniform distribution U(0, 100), and the generators were given
estimates of these amounts drawn from a normal distribution with standard
deviation σ = 20. Parameters of the stores sb, se, andm were generated randomly
from uniform distributions U(0, 23) and U(0, 100) respectively. We set prices as
follows: pg = 50, pc = 10, and pf = 100. As a baseline we use a scenario in which
renewable generators do not participate in coalition formation, in which case
renewable generators only bid commitment percentage c0 = 80% of predicted
generation ge(t) to hedge against uncertainty. We let the simulation run for 10
iterations and then selected a coalition structure with highest sum of profit of
renewable generators. All results were averaged over 10 random runs.
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Fig. 1: Summarized profit of 50 renewable generators with 100 to 1000 energy
stores

Figure 1 compares summarized profit of renewable generators that participate
in coalition formation pr with their profit in case they did not participate pr0.
Generation profit is constant, since it is independent of the number of energy
stores. On the other hand, with increasing number of energy stores the cost for
failure to provide committed generation decreases and the cost of uncertainty
coverage increases because the generators can cover more uncertainty. Since the
decrease in the cost of failure to provide committed generation is larger than the
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increase in the cost of uncertainty coverage, the resulting profit is increasing.
In scenarios with over 300 energy stores the profit of 50 renewable generators is
greater if they participate in coalition formation.

Over all, the amount of renewable generation is increased because the gener-
ators are able to bid higher values. In Figure 1 the generators not participating
in coalition formation only bid 80% of the predicted generation ge(t), while gen-
erators utilizing coalition formation bid 100% of ge(t). Table 2 shows amounts
of renewable generation with and without coalition formation as well as energy
store use and total generation. Our approach yields a 13.5% increase in total re-
newable generation. Total generation of renewable generators and energy stores
is increased by 30.4% due to coalition formation.

Table 2: Increase in renewable generation caused by coalition formation (CF) of
50 renewable generators and 1000 energy stores

Generation type Generation amount Increase in generation

Renewable generation without CF 45,837 –

Renewable generation with CF 52,012 13.5%

Energy store generation 7,780 –

Total generation with CF 59,792 30.4%

5 Related Work

Coalition formation has been proposed in literature to increase the integration
of renewable resources. [8] uses law of large numbers to show that coalitions of
renewable generators can benefit from their spacial distribution, since the adverse
effects of prediction uncertainty are mitigated. Coalitions of renewable generators
are also studied in [5]. There a profit sharing mechanism is proposed that is used
to distribute profit after coalitions of renewable generators are formed. Even
though the goals of [5] and [8] are similar to our goals, their approaches are
different since they study homogeneous coalitions of renewable generators.

Coalition formation has been studied extensively. First approach for finding
optimal coalition structures used dynamic programming [7]. This approach was
further improved in [6]. Hierarchical clustering algorithm for large-scale coalition
formation was proposed in [1]. Their algorithm finds high-quality sub-optimal
coalition structures. The algorithm is however not suitable for coalition formation
of self-interested agents, as was shown in [3]. Finally, [4] proposes a simulation
framework for large-scale coalition formation. This framework is best suited for
our scenario, since it is easily extensible to model self-interested agents, and it
can be used to model renewable generators as well as energy stores.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an approach to increase use of renewable sources by
allowing renewable generators to hedge against uncertainty by forming coalitions
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with energy stores. In these coalitions energy stores offer to cover generation that
renewable generators committed to, but are unable to deliver due to prediction
uncertainty. We model renewable generators and energy stores as self-interested
agents, and we use multi-agent simulation to create coalition structures by al-
lowing energy stores to leave and join coalitions based on their preference.

We experimentally show that our approach increases use of renewable re-
sources. With the support of coalition formation with energy stores, renewable
generators can afford to bid higher amounts of generation in the day-ahead mar-
ket. In our experiments we show that renewable generators can bid 100% of the
predicted generation and still gain profit, even when facing high fees for fail-
ure to provide committed generation. In our experimental setting our approach
increased the use of renewable resources by 13.5%. We also show that form-
ing coalitions with energy stores increases profit of renewable generators, which
incentivizes them to increase renewable generation.
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